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indentation I have a program where I am outputting a list and need to add a newline and then indent my output text. x = [1, 2, 3]

y = [] for i in x: y.append(i) print('[', y, ']', ' ') I tried this but it does not add a newline: print('[', y, ']', ' ') A: Indentation has
nothing to do with adding a new line. An indent is simply a spacing to be used in the print statement. This would give you the

desired output print('[', y, ']', ' ') A German zoo plans to mate a group of female giraffes with two males. Three years after
retiring a female giraffe in Berlin Zoo, the zoo plans to mate her with two young males. The zoo said they're doing so to ensure a

healthy calf that will be born next year. Sara Zwernemann, a spokesperson for the zoo in the German capital, said she doesn't
know exactly when the mating will occur, adding that the zoo plans to make sure that their female giraffe "enjoys the process"
as much as possible. She also said that the zoo is "very excited" to have the mating-program happen, and hopes to accomplish
the task within the next two weeks. The zoo's giraffes, Darwin and Zara, are more than 13 years old. They have been living in
Berlin Zoo together for the past six years, and the young males have been living with them for the past two years, according to
Deutsche Welle. Zoo officials believe that the female couldn't mate with another male of her species for health reasons. Zara
and Darwin are the only two adult male giraffes in the zoo. Zara is 11 years old, and Darwin is 9. The female is 13 years old,

meaning that she's over the age to reproduce naturally. So, the zoo will breed her with the two young
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